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There are presents suitable for all fans of the BBC’s shows this Christmas.
From much loved Hey Duggee apparel through to collectable book sets
and even wireless Doctor Who bluetooth gadgets, BBC Worldwide has a
bespoke collection of gifts for everyone.
New to Australia and perfect for little ones is the adorable range of Hey Duggee pre-school summer
clothing, available exclusively at ABC shop online shop.abc.net.au. To celebrate, customers will
receive a sticker set with their purchase, while stocks last.
Duggee fans can also get their hands on Hey Duggee figurines from Big W and Toys R Us - in store
now - and play with them for hours with the new Hey Duggee Squirrel Clubhouse Playset. Complete
with a lift, secret trapdoors and a badge bank it is set to be this season’s hit for pre-schoolers.
Mealtimes will also be fun-filled with the new assortment of Hey Duggee melamine tablewear,
including plates, bowls, cutlery, cups and more. The range was recently released in via Jasnor and is
available at Coles and Big W.
Less about the hugs and more about the action is the awesome Go Jetters. Packed with comedy,
teamwork and geographical insights, kids can join the fun and learn new fantastic facts with the
Academy Activity and Jet Set, Go! books, or even create their own adventures with the unstoppable
Go Jetter Vroomster!
However, the award for this year’s perfect stocking filler definitely goes to the brand new Doctor Who
Mr. Huffle replica. Mr. Huffle made a cameo appearance in last year’s Christmas Special and is now
available as a squeezable, stress-relieving companion. Just don’t sqeeze too hard, Mr. Huffle feels
pain! There is also a host of alternative presents for aspiring Time Lords, including Penguin’s Dr. Men
book collection, the TARDIS doormat, stationery, branded t-shirts and even Dalek wireless bluetooth
speakers.
Or, for a very special and sci-fi suitable surprise, there is the limited edition coin set from both Doctor
Who and Sherlock. Licensed by the New Zealand Mint, these exclusive gifts are available online and
at Australia Post Offices.
Nature lovers can celebrate 60 years of Natural History with the new BBC Earth stamps and calendar.
Following Planet Earth II’s success earlier this year, the new series of Blue Planet II is highly
anticipated on Nine.
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About BBC Worldwide Australia & New Zealand
Australia & New Zealand (ANZ) is a priority territory for BBC Worldwide, focusing on growth across all its core
business areas. It wholly owns six channels: BBC First, UKTV, BBC Knowledge and CBeebies on Foxtel and
Fetch TV in Australia; UKTV and BBC Knowledge on Sky TV in New Zealand. BBC Worldwide ANZ distributes
great British content from the BBC and other producers to free-to-air, subscription channels and SVOD
platforms in Australia and New Zealand. It works with partners to bring BBC Worldwide DVDs, consumer
products, entertainment formats and live events to the local market. In 2016/17, it generated headline sales
of £79.5m and headline profit of £21.12m – an increase in profit of 9.9%.
twitter.com/BBCWANZ

